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1.1 COMPANY PROFILE

 

Texas Instruments (TI) is the world leader in digital signal process-
ing (DSP). With revenues of $9.9 billion and 43,500 employees
spread across North America, Europe, and Asia, TI holds 6,000 pat-
ents and annually invests over $1 billion in research and develop-
ment. Two out of three digital cellular phones carry TI technology, as
well as nine out of ten high-performance hard-disk drives and one
out of every three modems (1996 data). TI is the world’s fastest
growing modem chipset vendor.

Over the past fifty years, TI was the first in many areas of techno-
logical revolution, such as the first silicon transistor, integrated cir-
cuit, handheld electronic calculator, single-chip microprocessor and
single-chip digital signal processor—all essential building blocks of
the information age. Their latest breakthrough, digital light process-
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ing™ (DLP), is a revolutionary improvement of image quality in
projection systems.

The DLP technology was developed at TI’s corporate research lab
and think tank. In the mid to late 1980’s Dr. Larry Hornbeck, an in-
ternational award-winning researcher in advanced semiconductor
technology, engineered a way to put individually addressable, mov-
able mirrors on a semiconductor micro-chip. Imagine hundreds of
thousands of mirrors on a chip the size of your thumbnail, each sep-
arately controlled! This chip, a digital mirror device (DMD), could
be used to produce color images of a resolution far surpassing exist-
ing technologies. 

DLP has three key advantages over existing projection technolo-
gies. The inherent digital nature of DLP enables noise-free, precise
image quality with digital gray scale and color reproduction. DLP is
more efficient than competing transmissive liquid crystal display
(LCD) technology because it is based on the reflective DMD and
does not require polarized light, thus increasing light efficiency. Fi-
nally, close spacing of the square mirror means that the image has a
90% “fill factor” of density as compared to 70% or less for LCDs.

 

1.2 BASIC CONCEPTS OF REQUIREMENTS

 

What are requirements, anyway? The following story, though not ex-
plicitly about requirements, illustrates their elusive nature:

The new superintendent of an office building was concerned
about the continuous complaints from tenants about how slow the
elevators were. The bids he obtained to upgrade or replace the ele-
vators were astronomical and would no doubt be refused by the
building’s owners. He finally consulted a man who claimed to be an
expert in problem-solving.

The consultant asked the superintendent, “What’s the problem?”
The superintendent replied, “The tenants are complaining about the
elevators being too slow.” 
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“And why is that a problem?” the consultant countered. “Well, if
they are unhappy they may move out of the building,” the superin-
tendent responded.

“I see, and why is that a problem?” he asked again. “If they move
out, the building will lose revenue,” the superintendent explained.

The consultant asked yet again, “And why is that a problem?” “If
the building loses revenue under my management, I’ll lose my job,”
the superintendent pointed out.

“Okay,” said the consultant, “I think I now have an appreciation
for the situation, but I’d like to verify some things. Do you mind if I
talk to a few of your tenants?” 

“You’re more than welcome to”, answered the superintendent.
A few days later, the consultant returned, and announced to the

superintendent, “After a thorough review of all the facts and careful
analysis of the problem, I have a solution. I feel confident we can
solve your problem for around $500”.

“How can you possibly fix the elevators for only $500?” he asked.
“I’m not going to fix the elevators,” said the consultant, “because

there’s no problem with them. But, what I’m going to do is install
mirrors on the walls beside them. Your tenants will pass the time by
admiring and grooming themselves while waiting. Time will fly by,
and you’ll never hear another complaint about slow elevators”.

Requirements are traditionally the cornerstone of most projects.
They define the scope and effort, and ultimately determine the
schedule. However, as a project takes shape, usually additional re-
quirements are discovered. This “scope creep” typically impacts re-
source loading and slides the schedule.

But, what if this approach was turned completely upside down, so
that the schedule was paramount, resources were fixed, and the only
variable was the requirements? Often a radical view can yield dra-
matic results.
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1.3 REASONS TO IMPLEMENT

 

An emerging technology division of TI was founded to capitalize on
the DLP technology, the Digital Imaging venture project (DI). After
some study, DI arrived at the decision to capitalize on this technolo-
gy not by selling the chips themselves, but by leveraging original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to reach the end-user market. DI
would build an “engine” (later called a “platform”) around the chip
that could be incorporated into finished products such as projectors,
televisions, copiers, printers, and other devices that produced imag-
es. By January, 1995—after two-and-one-half years of intensive de-
velopment—the division entered into delivery commitments with
its partners and began the transition into production manufacturing.

 

1.3.1 SETTING THE STAGE

 

Now the division was charged with accomplishing yet another un-
precedented task, this one in the area of information systems. The
challenge was to have a system in place to support the business en-
vironment by October 2, 1995. To do it, they had to take extraordi-
nary measures. By their willingness to take a radical approach to
achieve the impossible, they proved that if necessity is the mother of
invention, pressure is the crucible of clarity. Breaking boundaries
creates intense forces that crystallize focus, purpose, and efficiency;
under pressure, coal is converted into diamonds.

This is the story about how DI successfully implemented the core
capability of the three fundamental modules of SAP

 

1

 

 in 12 weeks, a
task often requiring years. What is interesting and instructive about it
is not why we did it—our circumstances were anything but common-
place—but what we discovered about eliciting, prioritizing, and man-
aging requirements in a situation where we had no choice but to
innovate, and how we played the hand we were dealt. The principles
we proved can and should be applied to every project, every time. 

Not only did DI successfully implement SAP in twelve weeks, an
unprecedented achievement, we continued to deliver new capability

 

1. SAP is the trademark of SAPAG. 
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on a quarterly cycle and eventually every month. In so doing, we dis-
covered the keys to getting the right things done at the right time. A
“time-box” approach was thrust upon us, setting the cycle time by
identifying time as the fixed variable. 

We responded with a “

 

rolling release

 

” strategy that forced prioriti-
zation, accelerated decisions, and increased release frequency. In this
context, a “release” is defined as the availability of incremental func-
tionality through the configuration of SAP. This combination created
a discrete but constant flow of functionality that not only delivered
on a record schedule, but also continues to make DI’s information
technology more responsive to the business than traditional scope-
based release cycles.

 

1.3.2 THE LAUNCH PAD

 

The system production date having been established, DI sought to
build the information systems infrastructure necessary to support its
new phase of operations. A 27-year TI veteran was recruited to es-
tablish basic business systems. This experienced IT manager had ex-
perience in all phases of information systems with a special interest
in requirements, including previously assisting in the formalization
and documentation of a requirements elicitation and definition pro-
cess for TI.

We started with a virtually blank slate. DI’s operations had previ-
ously been limited to development, and its basic business processes
and operations were still in the formative stage. The first months of
1995 were spent interviewing operations managers, compiling basic
requirements, writing a white paper on what was needed, and eval-
uating available PC solutions for the short term. There was no time
to develop a customized system or implement a large-scale commer-
cial one—or so we thought.

Meanwhile, another division of TI—the semi-conductor group—
was in the process of making the decision to acquire and implement
SAP. SAP is an enterprise-level application suite that tightly inte-
grates all phases of operations from Manufacturing to Sales and Dis-
tribution and Finance. It offers an enormous range and depth of
capability and is used by some of the largest corporations in the
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world. Although SAP delivers a reference model that covers a com-
prehensive set of business processes, these must be mapped to the
business at hand before they can be implemented. 

The semi-conductor undertaking was enormous and would span
years. Senior TI management wanted a pilot project that would act
as a scout with this application package. In late April, we decided to
investigate the possibility of implementing SAP as a pilot. Theoreti-
cally, since the DI organization was still in its infancy, it would not
have the complexity of dealing with legacy system conversions and
could thus move quickly. On the other hand, a hard deadline of Oc-
tober was looming, and DI was still defining its business with its pro-
cesses, leaving most of the detailed requirements as yet unknown. 

A six-week feasibility study was conducted by an outside consult-
ing firm to determine if such a rapid SAP implementation was even
conceivable. The study concluded that, while never done before, it
might be possible, but only if stringent guidelines were followed. So
the decision was made to utilize SAP.

 

1.3.3 COUNTDOWN

 

On June 1, Andersen Consulting (Andersen), who was assisting the
semi-conductor group in their SAP effort, was asked to be DI’s im-
plementation partner. The first order of business was to refine the
guidelines from the feasibility study and develop estimates for deliv-
ery capability based on time and resource availability. The following
principles were adopted to assure success:

 

u

 

“Bare bones” approach—only 20% of the core capability, as 
projected to support the first year of business, could be included 
in the October installation. 

 

u

 

DI would have to initially adopt processes supported in SAP, 
rather than adapting them via modifications, extensions, or 
customization of reports. 

 

u

 

Andersen would lead the project at the DI headquarters and 
provide configuration services from their Solution Center, 
located in Cincinnati, Ohio, as there was no time to recruit and 
train DI personnel. 
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u

 

Andersen would provide a set of process templates to “jump-
start” the overall effort.

 

u

 

The SAP modules included would initially be limited to Finance 
and Control (FI/CO), Material Management and Production 
Planning (MM/PP), and Sales and Distribution (SD).

 

u

 

DI had to form a strong, active, and decisive steering team to 
sponsor and direct the effort.

These principles were agreed to, while the management team add-
ed another key item to the list. To expedite decisive actions, we in-
stituted the concept of “no blame” for mistakes. DI management set
the tone of “embracing mistakes” as an essential part of the learning
process, reducing the blame which often becomes a detriment to
progress. This idea was paramount to fostering rapid, creative deci-
sion-making. Another basic principle was to “think from scratch”,
thus breaking traditional or long-standing patterns of thought and
behavior in favor of innovation and invention.

The necessity of using outside consultants during the first phase
of the project was dictated by the demanding schedule. There was
no time for an internal learning curve. However, DI did not want to
remain dependent on the consultants after system start-up. Thus, a
“roll-off” plan was devised whereby the expertise of the consultants
was transferred to DI personnel in a formal and orderly way.

Due to the overriding constraint of time, a “time-box” approach to
project management was also applied. Unlike traditional projects,
where the requirements drive the resources and schedule, the time
component was the primary driving factor in the prioritization of
tasks. Thus, the only controllable variable was requirements, as
schedule and resources were fixed.

The time-box method also dictated a “rolling release” strategy.
That is, instead of focusing on a single and complete release of func-
tionality, releases would be evolutionary over time, each building
upon the previous one. Concurrently, the business itself was evolv-
ing with many areas still recruiting personnel, defining their strate-
gies and objectives, and identifying the information system
requirements. These moving targets would have to be synchronized
to maximize the effectiveness of the strategy.
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Now in the beginning of July, with only 12 weeks remaining until
the production start date, the elicitation and analysis of DI system re-
quirements began.

 

1.4 ELICITATION AND ANALYSIS OF DI 

 

BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS 

 

Since only 20% of the core functions would be installed as the first
release, it was critical that decisions made today supported, and not
hindered, future releases. The concept is similar to building a foun-
dation sufficient to support a 20-story building, even if only two sto-
ries are being built today. This placed special emphasis on not just
the elicitation of requirements, but also the analysis and capacity to
provide incremental growth.

It was understood that the infrastructure had to be designed ho-
listically yet constructed incrementally, in proper relationship to the
processes it would support. This structure must prove the frame-
work for the business directives as determined from the strategies
and policies aligned to the company’s vision.
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Figure 1-1: Business Driven Processes

 

Figure 1-1 is an illustration of the interrelationships that would
guide the analysis and decision-making process. Within this struc-
ture, the first order of business was to agree on the overall vision and
business model. This model would determine the selection of appro-
priate business processes, which in turn would drive the definition
of detailed system requirements. 

DI’s vision was to revolutionize imaging by changing the funda-
mental building blocks of a picture, whether projected or printed. To
accomplish this vision, the company needed to establish name rec-
ognition for its technology while leveraging OEM contracts to reach
end-users with finished products. This dictated a product life cycle
strategy that supported the needs of the OEMs, including potential
requirements for customization to target a particular market niche.
This strategy required flexibility and responsiveness in both the pro-
cesses and information systems that supported the business.

For management to monitor and fine-tune the operational strate-
gies, some form of metrics were needed. These metrics had to be de-
cided upon to assure that the infrastructure could provide them. In
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other words, the highest level of analytical information is available
only if all of the supporting detail data is already present. This rela-
tionship is depicted in Figure 1-2.

 

Figure 1-2: Information Hierarchy

 

This overall structure provided a context to requirements that would
assure they were traceable to the business, one of the qualities of
good requirements.

 

1.4.1 THE BUSINESS PROCESS MODEL—REQUIREMENTS 
REPRESENTATION

 

The entire founding team at DI were veterans of TI, and they had no
difficulty at all expressing their desired business model, but were
spoiled by the world-class systems they were accustomed to. The
real challenge was to calibrate the business team back to basics. The
project team tackled this by first capturing their view of the business,
which is charted in Figure 1-3.
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Figure 1-3: Business Process Model

 

Although this representation adequately depicted a “business view”
of the process, it was significantly different than the one Andersen
Consulting had developed, which tied more closely with the way
SAP is implemented. 

The challenge was to map DI’s model to the Andersen model,
since there was no time to modify the SAP software if the deadline
was to be met. This mapping illustrated how management’s view of
the business process model would be expressed as high-level re-
quirements of the SAP system. It is depicted in Figure 1-4.
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Figure 1-4: Order Fulfillment Process

 

Once the two models were mapped, requirements representation
began in earnest.

 

1.4.2 REQUIREMENTS REPRESENTATION

 

Because SAP is sold and delivered in modules of functionality, the re-
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(FI/CO), and Sales and Distribution (SD). Each track was comprised
of key managers who were experts in their area. The initial session
was a four-hour meeting to determine the scope of requirements for
the first release. Because the participants were highly experienced
and accustomed to customized, world-class information systems,
their expectations were high; the scope after the initial session was
already spiraling out of the realm of possibility.

The first pass yielded a set of “scenarios”, each of which described
a particular required process. These scenarios provided specific de-
tails to the requirements and were utilized later for requirements re-
view and validation. Additionally, these scenarios proved a useful
tool for user training. The utility of the scenario approach was very
appropriate for the tight schedule goal. 

To narrow the scope and provide a consistent framework for eval-
uating requirement scenarios, Andersen provided a set of templates
based on a hypothetical electronics company called “Acutronics”. As
mentioned previously, SAP delivers support for business processes,
but they are not usable without configuration. Andersen had pre-
configured about 850 processes into templates, called “scripts”, for
the hypothetical company. For example, one script included the cre-
ation, deletion, and maintenance of a chart of accounts. When the
scripts were compared to the scenarios already gathered, it became
clear that some scripts were over-defined, some were under-defined,
and some didn’t exist.

Given that manufacturing would have to occur before Sales and
Marketing could fulfill orders, the next round of prioritization was
determined by functionality, with MM/PP as the first critical need.
Then, because the accounting year would commence in January, FI/
CO was next, then SD. This did not mean that just MM/PP would be
considered in the first round, only that it would receive a greater
amount of functionality. Later releases would focus on the other
tracks. The initially selected requirements subset was then priori-
tized and grouped by track. Almost half were in MM/PP; the other
half were roughly equal between FI/CO and SD.
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Figure 1-5: Phased “Focus”

 

Within the allocation guidelines, track managers were next asked
to sift the 850 scripts down to those they “positively, absolutely, had
to have” to commence operations in October. The first round of
scope sessions resulted in an almost 50% reduction, to about 450
scripts. Unfortunately, based on the schedule and resources, this was
still far too many for an October deadline; a realistic target was
around 150. 

Now it was becoming painful. Having already been asked only for
absolutely essential requirements, another 60% cut by the tracks
seemed impossible. Thus, the ensuing sessions were, in a word, gru-
eling. The next pass resulted in pruning to approximately 200; still
too many. Now at “bare bones” in each track, it became necessary to
defer some FI/CO and SD functionality to the MM/PP track for Oc-
tober. The final count reached was 147!

Aside from the difficulty of pruning functionality already felt to be
essential, it soon became clear that there were conflicts in integrating
processes between the groups. To resolve these, several sub-teams
were formed. From the start, one of the guiding principles was to
have a strong steering team willing to meet daily, if required. This
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team, comprised of the fewest number of people with decision au-
thority, spent whatever time was necessary to resolve issues. 

A rule was established to streamline conflict resolution and deci-
sion-making. No issue would go undecided for more than one week.
This acted as a catalyst to force business process engineering to hap-
pen quickly. But inevitably, hurried decisions were not always cor-
rect. For example, when deciding whether processes for incoming
materials inspections were needed, the expectation was that supplier
parts would be of sufficient quality that no incoming inspection
would be necessary. An admirable goal, but of course, it later proved
to be impractical for a start-up business just entering production,
having new products and all new supply chains.

Remember that DI was started as a development group and was just
transitioning into production. The founding management team had
only a few people, all pulled from different existing TI businesses—
semi-conductor, defense, and consumer products; the rest were bril-
liant in technical fields, but novices at the realities and practicalities of
running a profitable new startup business. The trick was to achieve a
balance between academic idealism and practical experience. 

During these sessions of deciding how DI would run their busi-
ness, processes as they were defined were submitted to Andersen
Consulting’s Cincinnati Solution Center for configuration. This pro-
cedure yielded its own set of questions and issues. The team in Cin-
cinnati was getting 80% closure on most processes, with the
remaining 20% awaiting detail resolution. The teams were inundat-
ed with requests for responses, such as how many warehouses
would be needed, what were the part numbering schemes, and so
forth. With a score of people configuring these processes in Cincin-
nati, the details needed for the configuration process shifted the fo-
cus from a higher to lower level of detail, requiring 2-3 more weeks
of hard-core decisions.

Also, at this time it became evident that the acquisition and deliv-
ery of the necessary hardware to run SAP would not make the Octo-
ber deadline. A decision was made, and permission from SAP
granted, to allow DI to begin system production utilizing the hard-
ware at Andersen’s facility in Cincinnati. A three-month Service Lev-
el Agreement had to be negotiated. 
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1.4.3 VALIDATION

 

The ultimate proof of requirements definition is validation. It is one
thing to identify, define, and configure a requirement and quite an-
other to validate that it does, in fact, meet the true business need (as
highlighted in the anecdote about the superintendent’s elevators).
This has special significance in an integrated environment such as
SAP, where a single event can trigger a “domino” effect. One transac-
tion can immediately impact multiple areas, in contrast to a func-
tionally split system where batch feeds between systems have
inherent checks and balances. For example, if you ship an order, the
customer’s receivables balance and credit exposure is recalculated at
once, possibly blocking their next shipment.

At this point there was no test strategy, plan, environment, or data
in place for validating the system, nor was there a planned freeze
date for development. Given the criticality of the processes being im-
plemented and the high degree of integration, it was crucial that val-
idation occur within a compressed schedule and in parallel with the
final stages of configuration. 

Testing began in September, utilizing Andersen personnel and
borrowed resources from the DI customer base. The testing went
well and provided two distinct results. First were the normal results
of testing: errors, corrections, and additional modifications. Second,
and much more important, was the list of business risk areas (those
areas where the system results were not what the business assumed).
This list was comprised of results where the software did not “fail” in
the traditional sense, but completed a process behind the scenes,
such as triggering revenue account summarization segregated by
sales item categories. Due to the need for the validation of these
types of results, emphasis was placed on integration and system test
with cross-functional teams assigned to each test scenario. This
proved key to the success and effectiveness of the compressed test
phase. This capability greatly assisted in the statusing, prioritization,
and follow-up of changes identified during validation testing.

As the production date drew nearer, new issues became apparent.
SAP provides highly sophisticated security and access levels accord-
ing to assigned roles. A shipping clerk, for example, cannot change
the credit limits for a customer whose shipment is blocked for credit
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reasons. DI realized that defining all the roles was simply not possi-
ble by the deadline date. This meant that all users had to initially be
given extensive access to SAP functionality. There was inherent risk
in this approach, but with the extremely qualified team and the nar-
rowly defined scope of operations, it was believed acceptable.

Many process issues uncovered during validation could not be re-
solved before the deadline either because they required too much
time to modify, or begged questions that still had to be answered.
This meant that the validation team had to document where the
“land mines” were buried so that the users would know which areas
were problematic and either avoid them or compensate in other
ways. These were published as the list of “shall nots”. All in all, the
validation results produced a “GO” decision.

 

1.4.4 LIFT-OFF

 

On October 2, DI went live with SAP. DI was operating on SAP after
a record-breaking 12-week implementation phase. This date was set
even before SAP was selected as DI’s enterprise system, thus creating
the ultimate time-box. The business processes only recently imag-
ined, let alone defined, were in full swing.

However, because of the “rolling release” strategy, the commence-
ment of production was really the beginning of the next release, only
12 weeks away. Not only were the teams still chipping away at their
prioritized list of changes, but a veritable mountain of issues began
to arise from production. Unexpected events, new decisions, and the
inescapable intrusion of reality began to settle in. 

What is interesting about this phase is that it occurs in any
project, no matter how long the initial schedule. Whether 12 weeks
or 12 months, the proof of any system is in production, and all the
time in the world cannot predict the exigencies the real world pro-
duces. In this case, the short interval before the next release acted as
a pressure-valve: if a problem arose, relief was in sight within weeks,
not months or years.

Since Manufacturing was the primary business function in opera-
tion at the beginning, it generated the most additional requests. The
carefully planned segue from Manufacturing into Finance and Sales
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and Distribution began to slide. In fact, over the next year, the
planned versus actual distribution is represented in Figure 1-6.

 

Figure 1-6: Phased “Focus”

 

The incremental functionality did not only continue in the business
process area, but as operations escalated, additional needs for infor-
mation to manage the company came to light. In addition to adding
new scripts, the team now had to add the analyses and reports that
management required to make decisions and monitor results. Fol-
lowing the pyramid approach to building up information capabili-
ties, the approximate functionality after the first year is depicted in
Figure 1-7.
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Figure 1-7: SAP Functionality Currently Configured By Area

 

1.4.5 ONGOING REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT

 

Ironically, once the initially planned set of functionality was released,
follow-on capabilities actually came in shorter increments. The ver-
satility of SAP’s configurable nature, combined with the continual re-
finement of DI’s business model, generated an unending stream of
requirements. The responsiveness that was forged by the early efforts
now became institutionalized with releases continuing on a quarter-
ly schedule, and individual modifications or corrections achieving
monthly, if not weekly turnaround. IT became an enabler of business
evolution, not a drag on the changing business.

This state of affairs was made possible by the continuation of the
management models adopted by previous necessity. The steering
team, set up for the initial launch, remained in place, supported by
Change Control Boards (CCBs) in each area.
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Figure 1-8: IT Operations Management

 

The Operations IT Steering Team (OITST) continued its responsi-
bility for prioritizing new requirements. They approved all projects
and schedules, and empowered a champion for each. This team also
represented IT within the business community, listening for and rec-
ognizing the implications of IT on the business, alerting staff on is-
sues needing review, and communicating IT plans to the rest of DI.
The members kept each other informed of any changed or new busi-
ness directives, and provided overall feedback on the IT organiza-
tion’s performance.

CCBs were also created for each functional area, and each has a
representative on the OITST. These boards reviewed the status of the
backlog for their track, provided direction for future projects, set
their respective priorities, and resolved issues. When appropriate,
recommendations were submitted to the OITST for consideration.

These management structures remain in place today, as do the ba-
sic principles and approaches set in place during initial delivery.
These principles include the time-box approach to constraining and
prioritizing requirements within a fixed schedule, as well as the roll-
ing release approach to delivering a continuous stream of discrete
functionality.

Meeting Frequency
Monthly: SCR Reviews, Status
Ad Hoc by event

IT Operations Management

Operations IT
Steering Team

Sales & Distribution
Change Control Board

Mfg & Production Planning
Change Control Board

Finance
Change Control Board

Meeting Frequency
Quarterly: Request for capacity
Monthly: Status
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1.5 LESSONS LEARNED

 

Even successful projects, in retrospect, can be improved. After a year
in production to evaluate the effectiveness of the project approach,
we took time to reflect on the lessons that were learned.

 

1.5.1 COMPOUNDED CUMULATIVE RISKS

 

Although start-up business problems were expected, the com-
pounding effect of cumulative risks was underestimated. The ideal-
istic expectations of engineers and optimistic plans of
Manufacturing were compromised by a flood of variables: OEM re-
quirements for customization of the engine exceeded expectations,
chip yields (the rate at which quality chips can be produced) were
below plan, and suppliers did not meet the lofty goal of defect-free
shipments. Production requirements had not been thoroughly de-
fined. As a consequence, the system was often not prepared to han-
dle these issues.

 

1.5.2 DICTATED VS. ADOPTED CHANGE

 

Next, although the decision to accept SAP’s reports was dictated by
time limits, these reports often did not prove to be sufficient. There-
fore, it became necessary to provide a significant number of manage-
ment reports produced both by outside means (manually, through
spreadsheets or other utilities), as well as the customization of SAP
reports. An interesting phenomenon was observed in this area: Al-
though senior management was encouraging change, they were
laggers in adapting SAP’s “on-line” reporting for their own needs. 

The key to supporting change, DI discovered, was to build one
level at a time. Incremental change is easier to make and modify than
large-scale, monolithic modifications.
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1.5.3 INTEGRATED REQUIREMENTS

 

Third, the integrated nature of SAP was more demanding of process
design than traditional point solutions. Decisions were far-reaching
and many areas lacked sufficient definition for proper configuration
within SAP. This led to a constant evolution of the system as both the
strategies and needs of the business continued to evolve. 

Balancing the need for consistent, non-contradictory require-
ments (both essential characteristics) against flexibility is highly
complex in a tightly integrated environment.

 

1.5.4 REWARDS AND RISKS OF RESPONSIVENESS

 

Last, the configurable nature of SAP allowed flexibility and tai-
lorability, thus reducing cycle time and increasing responsiveness.
This was one of the key attractions of SAP for DI, and for TI’s semi-
conductor group as well. The rate of change in DI’s business as it
evolved was supported by a capability for rapid turnaround of
change requests. This shorter interval between changes reduced the
risk of large mistakes, while continually providing the end-user
community with a constant stream of new capability.

However, responsiveness does have its down-side. Processes, re-
quirements, and testing are of necessity more informal, resulting in
less documentation, which means, ultimately, that knowledge is not
as transferable. Although DI was built with a star team, turnover is a
fact of corporate life and the loss of formality will, if left unchecked,
someday take its toll.

 

1.6 CONCLUSIONS

 

Although most projects aren’t quite as dramatic as a 12-week SAP
implementation, and most companies aren’t starting from scratch,
the basic principles that DI adopted toward requirements are appli-
cable to almost any project. 
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1.6.1 TIME-BOXING

 

The concept of “time-boxing” a project has the innate appeal of pre-
dictability. Whereas almost all traditional, requirements-based
projects suffer from delays due to scope creep, a time-boxed project
adheres to a rigid deadline. Aside from improving conformance to
schedules, this highly-focused approach demands prioritization—
first things first, second things second, and so forth.

What is interesting about this approach is that even requirements-
based projects eventually become time-boxed as the deadline ap-
proaches. In this case, the order becomes switched and the schedule
all-consuming. As the deadline nears, requirements become the only
variable. Were the right ones done first? Prioritization of key require-
ments is critical.

 

1.6.2 ROLLING RELEASE

 

Time-boxing must be coupled with—or maybe even mitigated by—
a rolling release strategy. With a greater frequency of smaller releases,
users whose requirements don’t make the first cut have less time to
wait, thus reducing the pressure to make the immediate release. This
has the added benefit of providing enough functionality to make us-
ers productive in the short term, probably more quickly than if they
waited for all their requirements in one larger but later release.

A more subtle effect is that when requirements prove to be incom-
plete or inaccurate, the effect of change is narrowed. A design deci-
sion may be more easily reversed or changed when it has a smaller
impact. Also, the shorter interval until the next release means errors
are less costly and easier to remedy. This reduced cycle time makes
the system more responsive to the needs of the business.

 

1.6.3 MANAGEMENT CULTURE 

 

These concepts must be supported by a strong management culture
with a bias toward making decisions quickly, without the threat of
blame or recrimination. Awaiting the arrival of all relevant informa-
tion to make a perfect decision might sound ideal, but in reality, cir-
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cumstances change and the business evolves so fast that all of the
information may never be known, except in retrospect, and a delay
can do more damage than a bad decision.

 

1.6.4 QUALITIES OF GOOD REQUIREMENTS

 

As a result of this project and those we have participated in previous-
ly, we recommend that during the requirement phase of your
project, you strive to follow the steps below and insure that each of
your requirements possess as many of the characteristics listed as
possible.

 

Steps in the Requirements Process

 

u

 

Elicit:

 

 Seek input from all affected or interested parties.

 

u

 

Analyze:

 

 Review and understand the requirements.

 

u

 

Represent:

 

 Chart, graph, or otherwise depict their overall 
structure.

 

u

 

Review:

 

 Obtain input from all contributors.

 

u

 

Track:

 

 Trace and maintain them as the project/business evolves.

 

Characteristics of Good Requirements

 

u

 

Unambiguous:

 

 Not subject to more than one interpretation.

 

u

 

Complete:

 

 Not lacking any essential information.

 

u

 

Consistent and Non-contradictory:

 

 Not in conflict with 
others.

 

u

 

Unique:

 

 No duplication or overlap.

 

u

 

Testable:

 

 Objectively verifiable.

 

u

 

Feasible:

 

 Practical within project limitations.

 

u

 

Traceable:

 

 Linked to the larger context.

 

u

 

Modifiable:

 

 Adaptable to change.

 

u

 

Usable:

 

 In a form easily adopted and managed.
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